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“I find the reliability and speed of the solutions used to be exemplary, and the
software is suitable for use in a large company environment. It works unnoticeably
in the background and does not slow the performance of the systems.”
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László Harami, System Integration Specialist, Kürt

THE CUSTOMER

THE SOLUTION

KEY BENEFITS FOR KÜRT

Established in 1989, Kürt has been recovering data for nearly
20 years, and successfully performs around 2,500 data-saving
and -recovery tasks every year. Kürt’s first foreign subsidiary
opened in Germany at the beginning of 2003, and in Austria a
year later. Since 2007, Kürt has expanded into the Middle East,
establishing a subsidiary in Dubai, and started operations in
the USA.

After testing, the company extended the use of ESET
Endpoint Security software to all of the company’s
workstations — approximately 200 desktop and 80 mobile
devices. It also employs ESET Gateway Security to filter the
company’s HTTP traffic, examining 5-6 GB of data every day
and serving as a pre-filter, ensuring that no malicious code
gets onto users’ computers while browsing.

• High scanning speed

LOOKING FOR RELIABLE PROTECTION
At Kürt, information security plays a central role — no one
knows better than the company’s employees how important
data protection is. “I had used ESET’s products for years on my
computers at home, so I had a lot of experience with them. We
also looked at the results of international tests, and when we
chose it we knew that, according to objective comparisons, ESET’s
software was among the most reliable available,” points out
László Harami, Kürt’s system integration specialist.

“Reliable client protection is an important supplement to server
protection which should not be forgotten,” notes Harami.
“The ESET Smart Security firewall ensures that the mobile workstations used by staff are also protected against unauthorised
access in networks outside of the workplace. Based on the feedback
we have received, we have chosen well — users like the speed of the
ESET solution and are satisfied with how it can be used.”
Harami especially highlights the functionality of ESET
Remote Administrator: “I can’t think of any functions that
are missing. You can install and uninstall, create any number of
installation packages, import and export settings, and extract the
desired information from the log files.” In addition, he praises the
benefits of using ESET solutions in his operation:

ABOUT ESET: ESET is a Slovakia-based IT security company founded in 1992 and headquartered in Bratislava. The company has a global presence,
with regional distribution centers in San Diego, Buenos Aires and Singapore, and offices in Sao Paulo and Prague.

www.eset.com

• Gateway server protection
• Portable /desktop protection
• Reliable client protection
• Centralized system monitoring

“I find the reliability and speed of the solutions used to be exemplary,
and the software is suitable for use in a large company environment.
It works unnoticeably in the background and does not slow the
performance of the systems. In the future, we are planning to use
ESET’s products for exchange and file server protection as well.”

